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SOME FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF. NOUN MODIFIERS IN 
LITHUANIAN AND ENGLISH 

L. VALEIKA 

J. Introduction 

In describing noun constructions linguists generally do not confine them
selves to a mere morphological analysis of the constituting parts. Due re
gard is given to the functional peculiarities of noun modifiers. Thus it is 
observed that noun modifiers function as determiners, i. e. individuali
zers of the head-noun. This is consistent with the nature of a substantive. 
Each word presents a dialectical unity of genus and individual. So, radio 
may function as a symbol for the whole dass (generic function). E. g. 
The radio was invented by Popov. In am",Jer context the same word may 
function as an individual. E. g. / want a radio. When used so, the noun 
is conceived as something concrete and is referred to as determined as 
opposed to its generic function (i. e. non-determined function). Lithua
nian and English belong to those languages which possess no synthetical 
means to differentiate the two functions of a substantive. The semantic 
differentiation is effected by the context or analytically. A determined noun 
is generally signalled by a mere presence of a modifier, e· g. idomi kny
ga - an interesting book. Yet, there are cases when a modifier does not 
individualize the noun, e. g. Laukine kate yra pavojinga - The wild cat 
is dangerous. The modifier laukine - wild, though narrowing down the 
meaning of the head-noun, cannot be regarded as determiner in the sen
se stated above; it only refers io the species (cat) as a whole, no indi
vidual representatives are meant. Here a different sort of individualiza
tion takes place-species is isolated from kind. Such constructions are se
mantically integrated and present terms. 

The paper is concerned with determined nouns and the ways of expres
sing the category of determination in nouns in Lithuanian and English. 
Determination realizes in two opposemes: one and the same noun may be 
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viewed as definite and as indefinite. Neither Lithuanian nor English pos· 
sesses synthetical means that help distinguish the noun in regard to the 
correlation of definiteness and indefiniteness - one and the same word is 
employed for both indefinite quantity and definite quantity, e. g. Duok man 
~nygq - Give me a (the) book. 

2. General characteristic of parts of speech in relation to the category 
of determination 

The definite and indefinite determination of nouns in English is gene
rally expressed by functional words called articles - a/an/the and the so
called zero article. In this connection it is important to examine the mean
ing of the articles. The English articles are polysemantic. Their concre
te meaning is conditioned by the linguistic environment in which the noun 
occurs. In spite of that, we can trace the meaning invariant to all. So, the 
definite article typically isolates an object out of the class of homogeneous 
objects or it may isolate a subclass out of a class (species versus kind) 1. 

It is only in the former function that the article may be looked upon as a 
definite determiner, e. g. I do not like the book. It follows that the acts as 
a definite determiner when it retains its pronominal meaning (this). In 
the sentence The horse is an animal, the has lost its pronominal mean
ing-the sentence cannot be transformed into *This horse is an animal. 
As regards the a/an article linguists generally ascribe the meaning of clas
sification to it, e. g. A boy came in. This is a boy. We think that classi
fication or non-isolation, as it is sometimes referred to, are variants of one 
and the same function, viz. individualization2• Consider the following sen
tences: 1. The boy came in. 2. A boy came in. 3. He is a boy. The mean
ing that the definite article imparts to the noun in sentences 1 and 2 is 
one of a class. The same meaning, though not without modification, may 
be traced in sentence 3. This will be better illustrated by the diagram 
where the big square stands for the whole class, the small square stands 
for individual boys making up the class. 

I See A. S t e p 0 n a vie ius, The Article in Modern English, Kalbotyra. XX, 1968, 
p. 119-123 . 

• B. r. A.D.MOHII, BBe.n.eHlle 0 CIIHTaKCllC coBpeMeHHoro HeMeUKoro H3b1K3, MOCKB3, 1955, 
CTp. 270. 
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When we say the boy, we isolate a particular boy out of the class (say 
boy 8). When we say a boy, we mean any boy (boy J, boy 3, etc.). This 
is manifest when the noun functions as Subject, but may not be so explicit 
when the noun functions as Predicative, as in He is a boy. All the inde
finite article means here is that the object is identified with another sing
le object isolated from the class. Isolation assumes here a shade that may 
be called classification. In view of this, the indefinite artical, in contra
distinction to the definite article, in most cases signals that a new cha
racter or object or the known object, identified with a certain class, is 
being introduced into the discussion. 

So far we have been dealing with countable nouns. The correlation of 
definiteness and indefiniteness is expressed by uncountable nouns as well. 
Definite quantity is expressed by the definite article and indefinite quan
tity is indicated by the mere absence of the article (This is also true of 
countables used in the plural). E. g. This is water. I like water. 

As compared to English, Lithuanian has no such means to specify its 
nouns. The correlation of definiteness and indefiniteness is expressed, 
above all, by means of the contexiJ. Consider the following passage: 

Kartl! valstietis rudeni pa~ejo rugi, mieij ir avizq. Miezis su aviza spar
ciau augo ir greit peraugo rugj. Del to rugys labai supyko ir nusprende 
jiems atkersyti. Vienl! dienl! miezis su aviza pamate, kad ateina debesis 
su ledais ir perkiinija: iSsigando ir erne begti. 

3 This also holds good for English nouns - the article alone (the definite article in 
particular) is not in a position to show it. 
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Compare it with the English translation -

Once in autumn a peasant sowed a rye. a barley and an oat. The bar
ley and the oat grew faster and soon outgrew the rye. This made the 
rye envious and he decided to take revenge. One day the rye and the 
oat saw a hailstorm approaching; they got frightened and ran away. 

In the quoted passage all the nouns are determined: valstietis is used in 
its indefinite meaning. This might have been emphasized by the pronouns 
vienas, kaikoks. The same is true of rugys, midis, and aviia, but in the 
next sentence the same nouns are repeated - hence, thev are definite. As 
can be seen, the definite and indefinite determination of nouns in Lithu
anian is a matter of the context. In other words, differentiation between 
definite and indefinite determination is effected by the so-called functional 
sentence perspective (FSP). A rhematic subject in Lithuanian assumes end 
position and a thematic subject assumes front position, e. g. I kambari 
!ejo berniukas. English differs from Lithuanian in being little susceptible 
to the requirements of FSP. Compare the English translation of the above 
sentence: A boy came into the room. 

In the case of the context being insufficiently expressive Lithuanian, as 
well as English, resorts to determiners. In this regard pronouns, owing 
to their semantics, stand out as a class of words whose function is largely 
restricted to specifying the noun in relation to the category of definite
ness and indefiniteness. E. g. Sis/mano/brolis _. This/my/brother (defi
nite determiners); Kaikoks berniukas - a/some/boy (indefinite determi
ners). The pronoun both in English and Lithuanian makes up the largest 
class of determiners. 

Nouns, when used as modifiers, may also form the correlation of defini
teness and indefiniteness. Common nouns are generally indefinite determi
ners, e. g. berniuko kepure - a/the/boy's cap. It should be observed that 
both Lithuanian and English genetive nouns may be used descriptively. As 
a result, the genitive noun itself turns into a non-determined noun, which 
means that it practically acquires the semantic features of a relative ad
jective. Since the adjunct is undetermined, the head automatically loses the 
status of determination as well. To act as individualizer the construction 
must be used in an appropriate context or determiners must be used with 
it, e. g. Vaik4 kambarys - A children's room. To prove it we will use the 
canstructions in the following context: Vaik4 kambarys buvo prabanga 
tais laikais - A children's room was something only few people could boast 
of in those days /undetermined/; Cia yra vaikl{ kambarys - This is a 
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children's room (undetermined) This children's room - Sis vaik£l kambarys 
(determined) . 

As regards proper nouns they generally function as definite determiners. 
In English, for instance, it is only rarely that the article is used with them. 
A proper noun, owing to its nature (does not name but individualizes4), is 
a definite determiner of its own. 

The adjective in Lithuanian shows different potentialities as compared 
to the adjective in English. In Lithuanian the adjective may be both defi
nite and indefinite, i. e. it may be a definite modifier and an indefinite 
modifierS. So, when nouns are viewed as definite, as an attribute they will 
take a pronominal adjective, e. g. raudonasis stalas 'the red table'. This 
usage does not cover all adjectives in Lithuanian - relative adjectives 
have no pronominal forms. It will be noted that pronominal adjectives are 
not always definite. The point is that, due to its meaning, the pronominal 
adjective may also impart a generic meaning to the noun. Thus juodas 
gandras merely means 'a black stork', i. e. a stork which happens to black, 
whereas juodasis gandras is the variety of black stork (Ciconia nigra). In 
such cases the pronominal adjective is treated as any adjective, the diffe
rence lying in the fact that the pronominal adjective merely emphasizes 
more the attributive characteristics of the noun. 

It is interesting to note that nouns modified by pronominal adjectives 
with a generic meaning tend to turn into compounds, e. g. juodoji zo
le~juodzole; juodoji zieve~juodzieve. In such cases the meaning of pro
nominal adjectives is similar to that of an ordinary adjective. The indi
vidualizing function is performed by the context or by other determiners. 
E. g. Juodasis gandras - retas paukstis Lietuvoje (undetermined). liilrek, 
juodasis gandras! (determined). Pronominal adjectives are sometimes re
placed by collocations of simple adjectives preceded by demonstratives, 
e. g. gerasis kiskutis~tas geras kiskutis. 

As for ordinary (i. e. non-pronominal) adjectives they usually function 
3S indefinite determiners. It should be observed, however, the adjective in 
its positive degree does not automaticaIly assign the noun to determined 
nouns. As already seen, the adjective may not only restrict the meaning 
of the noun, but also transfer one class to a subclass, e. g. melyni balti
niai - a blue shirt. The adjective melyni - blue narrows down the meaning 

, K. A. JIenKoBcKall, TeoPHlI CJlOB8, MocKBa, 1962, CTp. 178. 
5 More about it in A. Valeckiene, Dabartines lietuvil! kalbos ivardiiuotinil! budvardiil! 

vartojimas, Literatura ir kalba, H, Vilnius. 1957, p. 161-308. 
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of the noun baltiniai - shirt; the construction turns into a determined one: 
the adjective has helped us to isolate a group of shirts-shirts whose co
lour is white. Narrowing down the meaning of the noun the modifier blue 
reveals and concretizes the substantive meaning of the noun6. As for com
parative degree adjectives, they are always indefinite determiners. e. g. 
geresne knyga - a better book, which generally implies an individual 
book. Superlative degree adjectives, due to the fact that they present the 
noun as having the most of the material content, may serve as definite 
determiners, e. g. geriausia knyga - the best book. The object (knyga -
book) is distinguished from all other homogenous objects by the largest 
amount of material content. It will be noted that in Lithuanian and less 
characteristically in English the superlative degree adjective may be de
scriptive, i. e. an indefinite determiner. E. g. Kambaryje kilo didziausias 
triuksmas; Ir smarkiausia ziema bijo pavasario7. In the quoted examples 
the superlative degree only shows the quality of high intensivity-no com
parison takes place. Hence, the constructions may be transformed into La
bai 'very'+positive degree adjective+noun--7Labai didelis triuksmas; labai 
sunki ziema. Sometimes such adjectives may be substituted for pronominal 
adjectives, e. g. per kaLnus aukUiausius--7per kaLnus aukStuosius8. As for 
English, we can find only separate examples. E. g. He's the most experien
ced doctor I knew. He's a most experienced doctor. In the first sentence we 
have the superlative degree of experienced which accounts for the use of 
the definite article; in the second sentence most is not superlative, as there 
is no comparison. It is an adverb of degree, so that the whole com
bination is an indefinite determiner. Consider some more examples: a best 
suit, a best seller. Linguistically, the process is generally referred to as 
lexicalization, which means that 'a form that originally expressed gramma
tical meaning ... becomes a basis for a new grammatically conditioned 
lexical meaning. In this new meaning it is isolated from the paradigm, so 
that a new word comes into being'g. 

If adjectives show certain vaccilation as regards the determination of 
nouns, so numerals, owing to their semantic peculiarities unequivocally 
refer their nouns to the class of determiners. This is especially true of car
dinal numerals, e. g. dvi knygos - two books. As can be seen, cardinal 
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8 See B. r. A.l{MOHH, op. cit., p. 252. 
7 The examples are drawn from Lietuviq kalbos gramatika I, Vilnius, 1965, p. 523. 
8 Ibid., p. 523. 
9 I. V. A r n 0 I d, The English Word, Moscow, 1966, p. 23. 



numerals function as indefinite determiners. Ordinals generally mark the 
noun as definite, e. g. antra knyga - the second book. The correlation of 
definiteness and indefiniteness, however, is of a different nature: while 
cardinals denote some numerical quantity, ordinals denote numerical order. 
It will be noted that ordinal numerals in their simple form (this concerns 
Lithuanian, as English has no pronominal forms) often undergo lexicaliza
tion. So, for instance, Rasau antrq skyriLf: may mean either ''I'm writing the 
second chapter' or ''I'm writing a second chapter' To resolve the ambi
guity the speaker resorts to pronominal ordinals, e. g. Rasau antrqii sky
rill 'I'm writing the second chapter' The lexicalization of ordinal numerals 
may be observed in English as well, e. g. the second book....:,a second 
book. As already seen, to discriminate the two meanings English uses ap
propriate articles. In view of this, cardinal numerals both in Lithuanian 
and in English cannot be regarded as presenting marked definite deter
miners, their actual function being dependent on the context. A morpholo
gically marked determiner is represented by the pronominal ordinal in 
Lithuanian, only. This is true of most pronominal ordinals. There are ca
ses, however, when pronominal ordinals change their function: they may 
come to be used in a new grammatical function with no change of form. 
In other words, they pass into indefinite determiners. So, pirmoji pamoka 
may imply that there is something in the lesson itself which makes it the 
first one, i. e. that there is some inherent firstness in the lesson. The whole 
construction presents a lexicalized unit. 

Our examination of the semantic peculiarities of pronominal adjectives 
and ordinal numerals leads us to the conclusion that the class relevant to 
morphology is made up of only the so-called definitive adjectives and 
numerals, while emphatic adjectives and numerals may be regarded as 
lexicalized variants of the former. To end our observations on pronominal 
adjectives we would like to discuss one more point. Pronominal adjectives 
and numerals (i. e. their definitive forms) tend to disappear. While we 
do not deny the fact, we would like to stress another point. When we say 
that naujoji suknele means the same as nauja suknele, we merely emphasize 
the role of the context; without an appropriate context, ordinary adjectives 
could not function as definite determiners, which means that to function 
as definite determiner the adjective or the numeral must either take on the 
pronominal element or be preceded by other determiners. 

As for participles, they usually function as indefinite determiners. As 
compared to adjectives, the specification they give the noun, is more con
crete. CL idomi knyga-skaitoma knyga. Owing to its semantics, the par-
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ticiple (active voice participles in particular) narrows down the meaning of 
the noun to such a degree that the noun may be practically regarded as 
definite, i. e. the participle itself marks the noun as definite. E. g. dainuo
jantis berniukas 'a singing boy'does not mean any boy, but a particular 
boy, i. e. the boy who is singing. Unlike English, participles in Lithuanian 
may form the correlation of definiteness and indef{niteness, e. g. rasantis 
mokinys 'a writing boy' - rasantysis mokinys 'the writing schoolboy' 

Our analysis of the semantic properties of the determiners shows that 
not all the determiner classes are equal: some determiners enrich the 
content of their noun directlylo. These are numerals, nouns, participles, 
and indefinite pronouns. The other determiners bring out the material 
meaning of the noun indirectlyll: demonstrative pronouns, articles, and 
possessive pronouns. 

3. The valency of determiners 

It is generally assumed that determiners make up a class of words 
which are characterized by mutual exclusiveness. This means that a noun 
phrase car. 3dmit only one determiner, e. g. my table, but* the my table. 
This is a matter of usage. Functionally, two determiners can coexist. In 
Lithuanian, for instance, sis mano brolis is a grammatical phrase. Even 
in English the combination of demonstrative+possessive is often met with. 
English usage demands that demonstratives and possessives be separated. 
e. g. this brother of mine. The usage can be accounted for by the fact that 
the class of definite and indefinite determiners is not homogenous from 
the semantic point of view So, proper names as compared to demonstrative 
pronouns and possessives are less specific. As a result, constructions modi
fied by less specific determiners may be further modified as in'this brother 
of mine or our John's car. 

Constructions like sis mano brolis - this brother of mine deserve special 
mention. The type of construction can be used in two functions: it may 
mean one of my brothers (partitive meaning) and may sometimes acquire 
emotional force denoting praise, pleasure, displeasure and thus become 
descriptive, e. g. that cottage of my friend's. It is interesting to note that 
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in Old English there was no such construction, as the Old English pos
sessive could not incorporate the definite article l2• 

Determiners as exhibited by possessive pronouns and proper names 
display similar valency properties - they combine with the article the and 
the demonstratives sis - sie; tas - tie; this - these; that - those. The art
icle and the demonstratives occupy a peculiar position in the system of 
determiners: they cannot be preceded by other determiners of the same 
~emantic subclass. We shall call them absolute definite determiners. The 
other definite determiners (possessives, proper nouns, definitive adjectives 
and numerals in Lithuanian) may be termed non-absolute definite deter
miners. 

Indefinite determiners are not homogeneous either. As already seen, this 
group consists of morphologically different classes: indefinite pronouns, 
I~ommon nouns, adjectives, numerals, participles, and gerunds. Indefinite 
pronouns stand out as a special group of determiners. The notable fact 
about them is that no other indefinite determiner can precede them. As 
regards valency, indefinite determiners subdivide into two groups: absolute 
indefinite determiners (e. g. abu, bet koks, daug, joks, kazkoks, kiekvienas, 
puse, vienas, visi - all, any, both, each, every, half, many, much, no, one. 
some) and non-absolute indefinite determiners (common nouns, adjectives, 
numerals, participles, and gerunds). Special mention should be made of 
the determiners abu, daug, puse, visi - all, half, both, many. In English 
and Lithuanian the quoted determiners are not normally preceded by other 
determiners. In a nounal phrase they function as phrase-closing elements, 
e. g. visi sie daiktai - all these things. It is interesting to note that in 
English all and both may occur not followed by definite determiners, as 
in all five men, both books. In the light of the peculiarities all and both 
may be looked upon as being endowed with two functions: they may act 
both as definite determiners and indefinite determiners. 

Our analysis of determiners in Lithuanian and English does not claim 
to be complete. We have only pointed out the most fundamental problems 
concerning some functional aspects of modifiers in preposition. The deter
mination of nouns may be made by modifiers in postposition as well as 
by other linguistic devices. 

To sum it up we present a table showing the realization of the correlation 
of definiteness and indefiniteness by different parts of speech in Lithuanian 
and English. 

12 See Jiri Nosek, Some Remarks on the Development of English Possessive Pronouns, 
Casopis pro moderni filologii, Praha, 1955, VII/I, p. 190. 
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THE REALIZATION OF THE CORRELATION OF DEFINITENESS AND INDEFINITE 

Parts of 
speech 

c 
g 
c 

£ 

1 z 

C 
::I 

~ 

Subclasses relevant to the correlation of 
definiteness and indefiniteness 

Demonstrative, possessive 

Indefinite 

Functions of the 
determiners 

Definite I Indefinite 

+ 
+ 

I~=~ + I + 
o-l I Simple +' ' _________ .. '_~~~~~~~~~ ____________ , ___ , ____ , ________ , ____ , ___________________________ ~ .... _____ L ____ ...... _____ _ 
~ I ~~~~~l + ' I + 

Simple 
Pronominal 
Positive, comparative 
Superlative 

+ 

+ 
I ._--------------------------------------------_.------------------------------------------------------------

I 
Positive, comparative 
Superlative 

o-l I ~o::on I + ' I + 
--~----r~f~=~~---------------------------------------------------------T--------:-:-------l--------~--------

I 
I 

Simple I I + .. 
o-l Pronominal I +' I-:T:::;:---------------------r------r----:--

Note: + ' means that the unit may pass into another class (i. e.lexicalize) and, consequent
+.. Depending on the lexical mening of the participle and the head-noun, the 
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NESS [N NOUNS BY MEANS OF PARTS OF SPEECH IN LITHUANIAN AND ENGLISH 

Inventory of determiners 

Definite Indefinite 

sis-sie, tas-tie, mano, tavo, jo, jos, mUsq, vienas, kiekvienas, kai kuris, kaikoks, kaw 

I 
jUsq, jq, mUsiSkis, jiisiskis, pats, kieno, etc. koks, kaikuris, kaZin kuris, kitas, sioks toks, 

visas, visoks, tOlas, niekieno, joks, abu, daug, 
I puse, eet. 

I-~t;':i~~;~;':~~·-;~~~:-:~·~~:;'T~':-~::~::-::~~~~:-~:;;:-::::::---
I ! 

antras mokinys 

antrasis mokinys 

i the second boy 

melynoji eHute 

geriausias apsiaustas 

the best man 

du mokiniai 

antras mokinys - kitas mokinys 

I 
two boys 
a second boy 

melyna eHute 
juodasis gandras 
geras (geresnis) apsiaustas 

I 
a good (better) coat 
a best man 

I 
berniuko piestukas 

Petro dviratis 
-;~~~~~~--~;~;~i~----------------------------------------------------T~--b~~:~--~~~~ii----------------------------------------------------

I rasantis vaikas 

--~~~_~~_~~~ __ ~~~~~ __________________________________________________ L. ________________________________________________________________________ _ 
I a singing bird 

Iy, be transferred into the class of indefinite determiners. 
noun may be regarded as definite (see p. 88). 
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KAI KURIE LIETUVIŲ IR ANGLŲ KALBŲ DAIKTAVARDINES KONSTRUKCIJOS 
PRIJUNGIAMŲJŲ KOMPONENTŲ FUNKCINIAI BRUOZAI 

L.VALEIKA 

Reziumė 

Lietuvių ir anglų kalbose daiktavardis praktiškai gali prisijungti visas kalbos dalis
būdvardi, daiktavardi, ivardi, skaitvardi, dalyvi ir prieveiksmi. Visi pažyminiai vienokiu ar 
kitokiu laipsniu ar būdu konkretizuoja (determinuoja) daiktavardi. Visi pažyminiai skirstomi 
i dvi grupes: pažyminiai, tiesiogiai determinuojantys daiktavardi (daiktavardžiai, būd· 

vardžiai, skaitvardžiai, dalyviai, nežymimieji ivardžiai) ir pažyminiai, netiesiogiai de
terminuojantys daiktavardi (artikeliai, parodomieji ir savybiniai ivardiiai). Pagal žymimu
rna ir nežymimumo koreliaciją visi determinatyvai skirstomi i žymimuosius ir nežymin·,uo. 
sius. Pagal valentingumą žymimieji ir nežymimieji determinatyvai dalijami i dvi grupes: 
absoliutūs ir neabsoliutūs. Absoliučiais determinatyvais laikomi tokie determinatyvai, kurie 
eliminuoja ',itus determinatyvus, prikla"usančius tai pačiai funkcionalinei klasei. Pvz.: šis
šis slalas + ...... mano šis stalas; Ihis Ihis table + ...... my this table. 


